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1. Introduction
Chemiosmotic potentials are coupled to rotation in
two remarkable multiprotein subunit assemblies; bac-
terial flagellar motors and F F –ATPases. Over the0 1
past year, research developments in the two areas
have reached an interesting congruence.
The fact that bacterial flagella rotate has been
known for over two decades. Detailed measurements
of the mechanics of flagellar rotation have been
made; spurring development of ideas on how chemi-
osmotic cation fluxes might couple to rotation. Yet
knowledge of the motor proteins; their properties,
interactions and three-dimensional arrangement; has
been gathered recently and only now may concrete
molecular models for the flagellar motor be formu-
lated. Many years have also elapsed since rotation
was proposed as a means for energy coupling in the
F F –ATPase. The fact that bacterial flagella rotated0 1
bolstered such proposals. However, compelling evi-
dence for F intersubunit rotation was reported only1
within the past year.
It remains to be shown that the observed F rota-1
tion is obligatory for energy coupling. Nevertheless,
it is possible to catalog the features that a rotary
mechanism would require to reversibly couple trans-
membrane charge movements to ATP synthesis; and
evaluate their compatibility with available knowledge
of F F structure, enzymology and physiological0 1
chemistry. Together with the evidence for F rotation,1
recent advances in knowledge about flagellar motor
structure permit comparison of the two rotary chemi-
osmotic machines at a level of detail not previously
possible. This might eventually uncover general prin-
ciples of ion-powered macromolecular rotation and,
perhaps more immediately, focus ongoing research
aimed at establishing, or dismissing, rotational cataly-
sis for F F .0 1
Such effort is initiated in this review. No attempt
is made to be comprehensive. The reader should
w xconsult recent reviews on bacterial motility 1–3 and
w xF F 4–7 for such purpose. A minireview, particu-0 1
larly germane to the present article, has been pub-
w xlished by Cross and Duncan 8 .
2. Bacterial flagellar motor rotation
2.1. Physiology
2.1.1. Energetics
Acceptance of the fact that bacterial flagella rotate
 .was based on the following advances: 1 Hydrody-
namic analyses indicated that rotation was no less
efficient than the alternate possibility of whip-like
motion resulting from conformational change propa-
gation, the energy cost in both cases being propor-
w xtional to the volume of fluid displaced 9 . This is
because the motion of microorganisms, and macro-
molecular assemblies such as F F , occurs in low0 1
Reynolds number regimes, where inertial forces are
w x  .negligible 10 ; 2 Flagellar filaments were realized
to be passive, self-assembling structures lacking AT-
Pase or other enzymatic activities; while identifica-
tion of transmembrane proton potential as energy
source for the rotation indicated that the force-gener-
ating machinery was part of the membrane-embedded
w xflagellar base 11 . Electron micrographs of isolated
flagella revealed rotationally symmetric basal body
w xstructures 12 . These images were vital in providing
support for a rotary mechanism, even though it is
now known that the basal bodies in these early
 .preparations lacked motor parts; 3 Dramatic demon-
stration of rotation was provided by visualization of
the rotation of bacterial cell bodies tethered by a
single flagellum onto filament antibody coated glass
w x13 . This assay, now known as the tethered cell
assay, is widely used for monitoring single motor
rotation. Time-resolved rotation of single filaments
was measured more recently by laser dark field mi-
w xcroscopy 14 . Motors powering flagellar filaments
rotate rapidly at low torque, while those rotating
tethered cells do so slowly at high torque.
The relationships between flagellar motor speed,
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 .torque and proton potential D p have been exam-
ined quantitatively in Escherichia coli and a motile
w xstrain of Streptococcus 15 . As first realized by
w xworkers studying active transport 6 , Streptococci
may be readily de-energized by starvation. Energiza-
tion of chemiosmotic devices by electrical and pH
gradients of known magnitude, which may subse-
quently be imposed across the cell membranes of
de-energized bacteria, can then be studied. In addi-
tion, cell envelope preparations devoid of cytoplasm
established direct energization by membrane potential
w xgradients 16 . The bioenergetics of sodium powered
flagellar rotation have been studied in alkaliphilic
w xBacilli 17,18 and the monopolarly flagellated Vibrio
w xspecies 19 .
Flagellar rotation speed increases linearly with D p
w x20 . Saturation effects do not become evident until
 .well beyond physiological potentials )y200 mV
w x21 . In most regimes, electrical and chemical gradi-
ents were equally effective at powering flagellar rota-
tion. Thermal and isotope effects, absent when mo-
tors operate slowly at high torque, became evident
w xwhen rotation was fast 23,68 . These observations
are most easily rationalized by envisaging the ion
transport and torque generation processes as serially
linked in a tightly coupled sequence, such that accel-
eration of one set of reactions, accomplished either
by decrease of viscous load or by change of isotope,
w xmakes the other kinetically limiting 24 . Energy
balance requires that at least a thousand protons flow
through per revolution, as estimated from the me-
chanical work done by tethered cell motors. An
rotation dependant flux of 1200 protons per revolu-
tion was estimated for artificially-energized Strepto-
coccus motors from differences in pH change kinet-
ics of weakly buffered media in the presence and
w xabsence of cross-linking filament antibody 25 . This
number did not change when rotation speed was
reduced by lowering either medium viscosity or tem-
perature, consistent with tight coupling.
The development of electrorotation methods
w x26,27 has allowed flagellar motor torque velocity
relationships to be examined over a wide range. In E.
coli, torque is constant at high load, then declines
linearly with speed. Sodium-powered polar flagella of
the marine bacterium Vibrio alginolyticus rotate al-
most an order of magnitude faster, but exert compara-
w xble or smaller torque 19 . This feature has been
suggested to reflect optimization of the polar flagel-
lum for propulsion in low-viscosity media. V. algi-
nolyticus utilizes separate lateral flagella for motility
in high-viscosity media.
2.1.2. Motility mutant phenotypes
There are a large number of genes encoding pro-
 w x.teins involved in motility and chemotaxis ca. 40 3 .
The motilityrchemotaxis machinery is not essential
for cell viability. Indeed, due to a significant energy
cost in assembling flagella, motility mutants grow
more rapidly than wild-type bacteria. Classically,
w xswarm plates have been used for screens 28 . Im-
motile strains grow, but do not swarm, while chemo-
tactic mutants swarm poorly. Mot mutants are a
subset of immotile mutants that maintain normal
flagellation and D p levels. Lesions in 5 distinct
genes: motA, motB, fliG, fliM, and fliN produce
mot mutations. The FliG, FliM and FliN proteins are
required for flagellar assembly, since fliG, fliM, and
fliN deletion mutants are non-flagellate.
In addition to swarm plates, tethered cell and
swimming behavior have been important in charac-
terizing mot mutant phenotypes. The motA and motB
genes have been analyzed in detail. Both proteins are
synthesized late in the hierarchical expression of
flagellar proteins. They presumably incorporate into
otherwise pre-assembled motors, since plasmid based
inducible expression of the proteins in the corre-
w xsponding deletion mutants resurrected motility 29 .
Tethered cell assays revealed that flagellar rotation is
restored in discrete fashion, consistent with stepwise
incorporation of the proteins. The number of steps
was ca. 8 when either MotA or MotB was overex-
w xpressed 30 . When FliM or FliN were overexpressed,
tethered cell speed increased erratically, stabilizing
when at the maximum value. Discrete speed levels
w x  .were not seen 31 Fig. 1 . MotA mutants were
isolated that swam slowly, but rotated at normal rates
w xwhen tethered 32 . Another class of mutants, map-
ping predominantly to the periplasmic domain of
MotB, manifested proportionate reduction in both
w xswimming and tethered cell speed 33 . Since proton
associations–dissociations affect rotation only at low
load, whereas lowered torque production would affect
rotation at all load regimes, the two mutant classes
were inferred to result from impaired proton transport
and stator-cell wall interactions, respectively. The
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 .Fig. 1. Plasmid based overexpression of Mot proteins. Selective expression of MotA, MotB, FliM or FliN grey circles in the
corresponding mot mutant strains leads to restoration of motility. Thus, these proteins can exchange into pre-existing basal structures,
consistent with their having a peripheral location. Motility is restored in discrete step-wise fashion upon MotA and MotB, but not FliM or
w xFliN, overexpression 30,31 .
MotB periplasmic domain has a peptidoglycan bind-
w xing domain 34 . In order to rule out assembly de-
fects, dominance of the mutations was determined in
these studies by expressing the mutant proteins in
wild-type bacteria. Expression of the mutant pheno-
type implied that the mutant proteins competed suc-
cessfully with wild-type proteins for assembly sites
on the motors.
Overexpression of mutant mot proteins was also
employed to separate mutations that affected assem-
bly from mutations affecting function. Motility was
restored in fliM or fliN deletion mutants when the
corresponding mot mutant proteins were overex-
w xpressed 31 . Plasmid based overexpression also
proved compensatory for a number of fliG mot mu-
tant alleles, except those mapping to the C-terminal
w xthird FliG domain 35 . Spontaneously isolated muta-
tions destabilized this domain, increasing susceptibil-
ity to proteolysis. When conserved charged residues
were neutralized or reversed by site specific mutage-
w xnesis, motility was specifically abolished 36,37 .
In conclusion, it is now thought that the MotA,
MotB and FliG proteins contain domains essential for
energization of motor function. FliM and FliN are
necessary for assembly of functional motors. Mot
lesions may be further subdivided based on detailed
phenotypic characterization of swarm plate migration,
tethered and free-swimming cell behavior at varying
levels of protein expression into those that impair
proton transport or specific protein–protein or pro-
tein–cell-wall interactions required for torque genera-
tion.
Basal body interactions between the motility pro-
teins, as well as the assignment of specific functions
to protein domains, deduced from the available evi-
dence, are schematized in Fig. 2.
2.2. Architecture
The flagellar motor, as well as the F F –ATPase,0 1
consists of two distinct modules; a cytoplasmic and a
Fig. 2. Analysis of mutant flagellar motors Schematic depicting
contacts between the motor proteins; MotA, MotB, FliG, FliM,
 .FliN; and the flagellar base FliF deduced from ultrastructural
w xand molecular genetic analysis 36,38–40,54,59,60 . Phenotype
analysis of strains containing dominant mutations has identified
 .MotB residues involved in anchorage to the cell-wall squares ,
 .MotArMotB residues involved in proton transport diamonds
and MotArFliG residues involved in rotor–stator interactions
 . w xcircles 32,33,37,41 .
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transmembrane module, comprised of two or more
proteins. The identification of the motor modules has
been based on characterization of the interactions
between, and localization within the basal flagellar
structure, of MotA, MotB, FliG, FliM and FliN.
2.2.1. Protein complexes
High-resolution atomic structures of flagellar mo-
tor protein complexes are not presently available.
 .Nevertheless, E. coli and S. typhimurium genetics
has proved potent for identifying interactions be-
tween flagellar motor proteins, as well as for elucida-
tion of structure–function relationships.
w xMotA and MotB are transmembrane proteins 42 .
 . w xAlkaline phosphatase phoA fusions 43 and prote-
w xolytic digestion 44,45 have been used to test hy-
dropathy plot predictions and establish transmem-
brane topology for the MotA and MotB proteins. The
proteins have 4 and 1 transmembrane spanning seg-
ments, respectively; with most of MotB located in the
periplasm. Information on the relative orientation of
the MotA transmembrane segments as well as
MotA–MotB interactions has been obtained by tryp-
w xtophan scanning mutagenesis 44,45 . A conserved
Asp-32 MotB residue essential for proton transport
has been deduced by this approach to be part of the
MotB segment that interacts with MotA. Other lines
of evidence that indicate that MotA and MotB func-
tion as a complex include co-expression experiments
w x w x46 , suppressor mutations 47 and GST affinity
w xchromatography 48 .
Extensive analysis of suppressor mutations had
first led geneticists to postulate that FliG, FliM and
FliN function together as a structural complex, the
w x‘‘switch complex’’ 28,49 More recently, direct
physical interaction between these proteins has been
w xdocumented using the yeast two-hybrid system 50
w xand GST affinity chromatography 48 . The latter
approach also documented that each protein self-as-
sociates.
w xRecent isolation protocols 51,52 allow co-isola-
tion of the FliG, FliM, and FliN proteins as part of
the basal body. Interactions of these proteins within
the basal body have been deduced from analysis of
mutant basal bodies. Mutant bacteria containing
fliF–fliG and fliM–fliN fusions were found to be
motile. The fusion proteins formed part of isolated
basal bodies. Therefore, these protein pairs function
w xtogether during rotation 38,53 . Basal bodies from a
number of spontaneously isolated fliG, fliM and fliN
w xmot and che mutants were examined 36,40,54,60 .
While basal bodies isolated from che mutants had
normal morphology, those isolated from mot mutants
were structurally defective. A number of examples
were found where both FliM and FliN were lost, but
FliG was present at normal levels in the isolated
basal bodies. This showed that FliG did not require
FliM or FliN for attachment to distal basal structures,
consistent with the fusion mutant phenotypes and the
binding interactions documented between purified
w xFliG and FliF 39 . On the other hand, both FliM and
FliN required FliG, since structures containing either
FliM or FliN alone were not found.
Interactions of the motor complexes between
themselves and with chemotaxis proteins are the fo-
cus of ongoing research. MotA and motB mutations
were compensated by allele-specific fliG mutations
w x w x47 and vice versa 41 , suggesting that the Mot
complexes interact with FliG. Motility abolished by
replacement of conserved charged FliG residues was
restored by mutating certain charged residues in the
w xMotA cytoplasmic domain 55 . The mutagenesis
data, together with the chromatography, provide per-
suasive evidence for interactions between the two
motor complexes and suggest that these are mediated
by the FliG C-terminal and the MotA cytoplasmic
domains. FliM’s main role seems to be to mediate
motor interactions with the chemotaxis protein CheY
w x56 . Binding between the purified proteins has been
documented and its modulation by phosphorylation is
w xqualitatively consistent with expectation 57,58 .
2.2.2. Ultrastructure
Examination of the motA andror motB mutant
bacterial membranes showed that these bacteria lacked
the intramembrane particle ring structures that nor-
w xmally surround flagellar bases 59 . About 10–12
distinct particles were observed per ring structure, in
rough agreement with the number of force-generators
inferred from physiological resurrection experiments.
These structures re-appeared, together with motility,
upon plasmid-based expression of the missing Mot
proteins in the mutant bacteria. The cytoplasmic
module of the flagellar basal body, a structure that as
previously noted has only been recently visualized
and purified from E. coli and S. typhimurium was
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shown by immuno-electron microscopy to contain the
w xFliG, FliM and FliN proteins 36,40,52,54,60 . As-
sembly of this structure is one of the earliest steps in
w xflagellar morphogenesis 40,54,60 . A spatially exten-
sive polymeric aggregate of the FliG, FliM and FliN
proteins forms the outer rings, the cytoplasmic C-ring
w x.  .52 and supramembrane MS rings. The C-ring is
predominantly comprised of the ca. 35 FliM and 110
FliN subunits. Its subunit architecture is presently
w xbeing analyzed by cryoelectron microscopy 52,61 .
The C-ring makes no discernable contact in flagellar
basal bodies, as presently isolated, from a central
 w x.cytoplasmic rod C-rod 62 . The C-rod probably
controls flagellar morphogenesis and could contain
w xproteins such as the ATPase FliI 63 that have been
w ximplicated in such control 64 .
FliG is present within the basal body in copy
 w x.numbers ca. 40 subunits 40,54,60 sufficient to
form a circumferential array at the interface between
the FliF and FliM–FliN rings. The FliF protein com-
prises the transmembrane MS-ring and proximal rod
segment of the flagellum. It can self-assemble in the
w xmembrane upon overexpression 65 . The FliF MS-
ringrproximal-rod complex serves as a rigid mount-
ing bracket for the flagellar motor energy transduc-
tion machinery. It is co-axial with the flagellar rod,
hook and filament and, therefore, thought to rotate
w xwith these external structures 66 . Negative stain and
Fig. 3. Flagellar motor rotor–stator architecture Schematic depicting location of the transmembrane ring particle and cytoplasmic motor
modules, thought to be rotor and stator components, respectively as denoted, within the flagellar base. Arrows connect the schematic to
rapid-freeze replica images revealing the membrane topology of: Top, intramembrane ring particles freeze-fracture electron micrograph
w x . 139 , Bars25 nm ; Bottom, cytoplasmic structure showing C-ring and rod freeze-etch electron micrograph with accompanying
w x.schematic of stereophotogrammatic reconstruction 62 . The location and copy numbers of the motor protein components have been
 .determined by immuno-electron microscopy, immunoblot and 2D gel electrophoretic analysis see text .
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rapid-freeze electron microscopy of the overex-
pressed complexes in the membrane; together with
biochemical analysis of the isolated complexes has
shown that these structures are comprised of distinct
w xdomains of ca. 26 subunits of the FliF protein 67 .
Isolated FliF complexes bind purified FliG in a 1:1
w xstoichiometry 39 . FliF mot mutants have not been
thus isolated far; perhaps because proper membrane
insertion and assembly of FliF is the critical first step
in morphogenesis. Current understanding of flagellar
motor ultrastructure is summarized in Fig. 3.
3. Energy coupling via rotation in F F0 1
Rotation as a strategy for coupling proton transport
to nucleotide group translocations was prompted by
consideration of the unusual stoichiometry and enzy-
w xmology of F F 69–71 . Consideration of the rela-0 1
tionships between D p-driven proton flux and ATP
synthesis in membrane bound preparations, the cat-
alytic mechanism of the F –ATPase and architecture1
of the F F complex is necessary, together with re-0 1
cent work demonstrating rotation, for appreciation of
rotational catalysis.
The E. coli F F –ATP synthase is one of the0 1
simplest known. It is comprised of 8 subunits; the a-,
b-, and c-subunits constitute F and subunits a , b, «,0
g, and d make up F . These subunits are encoded by1
w xa single operon, the unc operon 72 . In addition to
these subunits, which have been highly conserved
during evolution, the F F –ATPases of mitochondria0 1
and chloroplasts possess several smaller subunits in-
cluding inhibitor protein which binds and prevents
w xATP hydrolysis at low proton potentials 73 .
3.1. Physiology
3.1.1. Energetics
Energy coupling in F F has been studied in bacte-0 1
w xria, notably Streptococcus faecalis 6 , which may be
de-energized by starvation. Molecular analysis of F F0 1
has relied on isolation of E. coli mutant strains
selected on the ability to grow on glucose, but not
succinate. In addition, submitochondrial particles,
chloroplasts and reconstituted lipid vesicles have been
extensively used. Since F F is the major D p energy0 1
utilizing complex in these membranes, transmem-
brane proton fluxes may be correlated with ATP
synthesisrhydrolysis. Specific inhibitors such as
oligomycin are utilized to separate the F F current0 1
from background leakage. pH and electrical potential
changes associated with this flux are normally mea-
sured by monitoring the fluorescence quenching of
pH indicators or electrochromic dyes, respectively.
Vesicles in which mitochondrial F F had been0 1
reconstituted together with the light-driven proton
pump, bacteriorhodopsin, synthesised ATP in re-
sponse to light. This classic result established that
F F can utilize delocalized potentials to synthesize0 1
w xATP 74 . The enzyme is reversible. Below D p of
270 mV, it hydrolyzes ATP to pump protons and
above this potential it utilizes the D p-driven proton
w xflux to synthesize ATP 75 . Correlations between
proton flux and rates of ATP synthesis, as well as
steady state D p and intracellular ATP potentials
indicate a stoichiometry of 3–4 HqrATP synthesized
w x75–77 . The electrical and chemical potentials were
kinetically, as well as thermodynamically, equivalent
w xupto 400 mV 78 . These rates were insensitive to
substitution of protons with deuterium ions. They
increased with temperature, but the temperature de-
pendence was unaffected by the magnitude of the
w ximposed D p 22,68 . These observations suggest that
D p modulates free-energy, rather than activation en-
ergy, differences to accelerate rates.
In chloroplasts, the use of light flashes for time
resolved analysis of the relationships between bulk
phase potentials and ATP synthesis has yielded im-
w xportant insights into mechanism 79 . In the absence
of nucleotide, D p drives protons through F F . This0 1
proton leak may be blocked upon addition of nu-
cleotide. At higher concentrations where alternate site
 .catalysis see below occurs, the enzyme is thrown
into gear and proton flux resumes, coupled to ATP
w xsynthesis 80 .
3.1.2. Proton pathway
 .Both right-side out osmotic shocked and inside
 .out pressure shocked vesicles have been extensively
used for study of F mediated proton transport. The0
vesicle membranes exhibit increased permeability
w xwhen stripped of F . All F subunits are required 81 .1 0
Hydropathy plots predict transmembrane spanning
w xhelical segments for all F subunits 82 . NMR0
 .nuclear magnetic resonance measurements of the
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c-protein solubilized in aqueousrorganic solvent
w xmixtures 83–85 show the protein has a helical
hairpin structure. This conformation is likely to be
close to that found in the native bilayer, since the
solubilized protein binds the lipid soluble carbo-
 .diimide, dicyclhexylcarbodimide DCCD with simi-
lar affinity. DCCD binds Asp-61, a centrally located
residue on one helix. Asp-61 is essential for proton
transport. It may be replaced by compensatory intro-
duction of an aspartate residue at the equivalent
central location on other transmembrane helix, but
w xnot elsewhere 86 . The two helices of the c-subunit
are connected by a cytoplasmic loop, mutations in
w xwhich uncouple proton flux from ATP synthesis 87 .
Suppressor mutations which restore the coupling have
w xbeen found in the F «-subunit 88 . Three residues in1
 .the c-subunit loop Arg-41, Gln-42, Pro-43 are im-
portant for coupling. Three residues in the a-subunit,
also shown through mutagenesis analysis, to be in-
volved in proton transport are Glu-219, His-245 and
 .Arg-210, of which the last Arg-210 is essential. All
of these are predicted to lie on a polar face of one of
the a subunit helices, which may interact with the
c-subunit Asp-61. The arginine and glutamic acid can
be shifted to position 252, a central location on
another a-subunit transmembrane helix, without im-
pairing ATP synthesis but with loss of proton pump-
ing during hydrolysis. Saturation mutagenesis of this
residue in the Q252E double mutant suggests it can
be replaced by residues of similar or smaller size
w x89,90 . Supressor mutations of c-subunit mutations
defective in proton transport have also been reported
w xfor the b-subunit 91 . However, hydrophathy analy-
sis indicates only one transmembrane spanning helix
for the b-subunit. Thus, the data thus far shows that
F subunits a and c comprise most or all of the proton0
pathway, with correct positional relationships be-
tween these subunits possibly dependant on interac-
tions with subunit b. There is no evidence to indicate
that any residues on F subunits form part of the1
proton pathway.
The Progenium modestum F F –ATPase is highly0 1
homologous to the E. coli enzyme but translocates
sodium ions instead of protons. The P. modestum a,
b, c, d, and « r E. coli a , b, and g hybrid F F0 1
w xfunctions as a sodium translocating ATPase 92 pro-
viding evidence against participation of F trans-0
ported protons at F catalytic sites. The P. modestum1
F subunits contain residues identical or similar to0
those identified by mutagenesis of the E. coli en-
zyme as being involved in proton transport. Sequence
comparisons reveal that these residues are, in general,
surrounded by more polar groups which may provide
w xoxygen atoms as sodium ion ligands 89 .
Fig. 4. Alternate site catalysis in the F –ATPase Key features of uni-site catalysis as revealed by quench-flow, cold chase and isotope1
w x  12 y1.trap techniques 99 . ATP binds with high affinity K s10 M . ATP hydrolysis is readily reversible at the catalytic site1
 .K s0.5 M . Product release is rate limiting, Pi and ADP dissociate from the enzyme at about equal rates. When the enzyme functions2
as an ATP synthase, dissociation of ATP is rate-limiting. The dissociation is increased by D p-driven proton flux through F and by0
.binding of ADP to catalytic sites on adjacent subunits .
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3.2. Enzymology
The F complex may be solubilized from the mem-1
brane and purified. It functions only as an ATPase.
The a-, b-, and g-subunits form the minimal func-
w xtional complex 93 . Both a- and b-subunits contain
nucleotide binding sites, but only the b sites are
w xcatalytic 94 . Binding of either the d- or «-subunits
to the E. coli minimal complex promote its stability,
but inhibit ATPase activity. The «-subunit is a partic-
w xularly potent inhibitor 95 .
Nucleotide binding to the b-subunits is negatively
co-operative. The affinity of ATP for a second site is
diminished from that of the first by two orders of
w x  18.magnitude 96 . Heavy oxygen isotope O labelling
studies established that ATP and ADP. Pi are in
w xrapid-equilibrium at the active site 97 and that all
w xsites behaved equivalently 98 . Importantly, these
studies showed that ATP forms spontaneously at the
active site and ruled out the direct involvement of
D p-driven protons in the synthesis reaction. At low
ATP concentrations, the F complex exhibits uni-site1
catalysis, with the products ADP and Pi dissociating
 .at about equal rates Fig. 4 . Sites undergoing uni-site
catalysis switched to rates typical of multi-site cataly-
 5 .sis )10 -fold rate acceleration when medium ATP
w xconcentration was increased 100 . During ATP syn-
thesis by membrane bound F F , binding of nu-0 1
cleotide at an alternate site and, in addition, D p, both
w xaccelerate rate-limiting product release 99 . The idea
that the energizing proton flux is utilized to dissociate
newly-formed ATP from the active site is known as
the ‘‘binding change’’ model. The F F –ATPases0 1
share mechanistic features, such as reversibility at the
active site and rate-limiting product release, as well
as conservation of the glycine rich P-loop sequence
w xof the nucleotide binding site 82 , with other ATPase
w xfamilies 101 .
Mutagenesis analysis of the E. coli catalytic b-
subunit documented important support for this model.
Site-specific mutations were engineered. After selec-
tion for ATPase impaired mutants, the composition of
the mutant F complexes was analyzed on gels to1
w xeliminate assembly mutants 102 . Enzymological
characterization of the remaining enzymes, identified
thus to be assembling normally, showed a linear
relationship between nucleotide binding free energy
w xchanges and catalytic rate 103 .
The binding change model was validated by the
w xX-ray crystal structure of bovine F 104 . The struc-1
ture showed that the catalytic b-subunits made non-
equivalent contacts with the central long helices of
the g-subunit. Each ab pair could be identified on
this basis to co-exist in distinct conformations; empty
 .  .  .ab , loose ab and tight ab . The g-subunitE L T
made major contact, via one of its long helices, with
 .the ab pair in the empty configuration ab andE
minor contact via its short helix with that in the tight,
 .nucleotide-binding configuration ab . The interiorT
surfaces of the a b complex form a hydrophobic3 3
sleeve surrounding the C-terminal tip of the g-sub-
unit. The catalytic sites are at the interfaces between
w xthe a- and b-subunits. As pointed out 104 , a rea-
sonable supposition was that the g-subunit rotated
within its hydrophobic sleeve to re-establish equiva-
lent contacts as each ab pair cycled through the
three configurations during catalysis.
In addition, the X-ray structure has had enormous
impact on research on the F –ATPase catalytic mech-1
anism. Detailed consideration of this topic, outside
the scope of this article, is provided in a recent
w xreview 7 . For example, effects on the energetics of
catalysis of single amino acid substitutions engi-
neered in the g–b contact interface can now be
understood in terms of specific bonding interactions
w x105 .
3.3. Architecture
Both molecular biology and electron microscopy
methods have contributed, as for the flagellar motor,
to current understanding of F F ultrastructure. The0 1
w xsequencing of the unc operon 72,82,106 and devel-
opment of protocols for solubilization and purifica-
w xtion of the entire complex 81,107,108 established
subunit stoichiometry and paved the way for piece-
wise dissection of structure–function relationships.
Gel electrophoretic analysis of native F showed0
that the c-protein forms a 10–12 subunit aggregate
w x109 . Energy filtering and immuno-electron mi-
croscopy of cholate solubilized F provided strong0
support to the mounting body of evidence that the
subunits ab are positioned outside the c-subunit2
w xbarrel, rather than inside as previously supposed 110 .
As indicated by the hydropathy analysis, most of the
mass of the b-subunits must be located in the cyto-
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plasm. The electron microscopy is consistent with
this inference.
The a- and b-subunits were alternate in the F1
w xcomplex 111 . Single particle image averaging of
cryoelectron microscopy images of F rapidly frozen1
in presence of nucleotide also revealed asymmetric
features in its tri-lobed organization. This work, done
before publication of the crystal structure, provided
the first structural evidence in support of rotational
w xcatalysis 112 .
Contact regions between F and F have also been1 0
indicated by the cryoelectron microscopy. Analysis of
˚membrane bound F F showed that a 45 A long stalk0 1
connects F with membrane bound F The g- and1 0.
w x«-subunits are likely to form part of the stalk 4 . The
NMR solution structure of the isolated «-subunit
shows that it has two domains of sufficient length to
w xspan the stalk 113 . The structure is consistent with
w xcross-linking data 114 that show that the b-sand-
wich domain interacts with the c-subunit complex.
The second a-helical domain probably interacts with
the g-subunit. The «-subunit binds to the isolated
g-subunit as strongly as to the F –a b g complex1 3 3
w x115 . Cross-linkers and spectroscopic probes have
documented conformational changes in both «- and
g-subunits during energy coupling in E. coli F F0 1
w x113 .
A soluble, truncated form of the b-subunit dimer-
w xizes on its own 138 and, in addition, may be
co-purified with F . Nanogold immuno-cryoelectron1
 .microscopy localized anti-b antibody Fab fragment
adjacent to the intermediate electron density b peak
w x116 . Thus, a consensus emerging from recent ultra-
structural studies is that the b dimer is located2
outside the barrel of c-subunits. The finding that the
anti-b Fab is localized as a discrete peak, rather than
smeared out when the F particles are aligned on the1
basis of the asymmetry seen previously, is intriguing.
Fig. 5. F F rotor–stator architecture Schematic depicting ultrastructural F F -subunit organization as deduced from immuno-electron0 1 0 1
w xmicroscopy, molecular genetic and chemical cross-linking data 120 . The central location of the g-subunit and the assymetry generating
contacts between it and the a b complex were determined from the crystal structure of bovine F . NMR established a helical hairpin3 3 1
geometry for the c-protein, thereby positioning the DCCD sensitive Asp-61 residues, essential for proton transport, centrally in the
membrane. Rotation of the g-subunit relative to the a b complex has been demonstrated. The g–c subunit complex has been proposed3 3
 .to rotative as a unit in intact F F see Sections 3.4 and 4.2 . Arrows connect the schematic to electron microscopy images of isolated0 1
  .F qryb single-particle averaged cryoelectron micrograph projection maps of F complexes co-isolated with F –b-subunit with a ;1 1 0
 .  . w x   .  .without anti-b Fab b ; difference image c 116 and F Top end 08 and side-on 908 superimposed negatively-stained, energy-filtered0
w x.electron micrograph projection maps with accompanying 3D models 110 .
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Perhaps as the ab pairs cycle between configurations
during alternate site catalysis, the b dimer rotates2
around F so as to maintain its positional relationship1
with the ab configuration. It would, in any case, be
surprising if b would bind preferentially to one of2
three equivalent ab pairs.
The stoichiometry and spatial arrangement of the
F F subunits deduced from electron microscopy0 1
have, by and large, been supported by biochemical
methods. Cross-linking experiments, as well as mod-
ern methods such as GST affinity chromatography
and the yeast two-hybrid system, have all been uti-
lized for probing physical interaction between the
subunits. The d-subunit was recently assigned, to-
gether with the b-subunit, to the external F F contact0 1
interface. Serine to cysteine substitutions were engi-
neered at several positions in the d-subunit. These
formed cross-links with a-subunit cysteines, shown
by the crystal structure, to be located at the surface
w x117 . The d–g interaction suggested by the yeast
w xtwo-hybrid screens 118,119 is difficult to reconcile
with the cross-linking.
Present understanding of the topological organiza-
tion of the F F complex is summarized in Fig. 5.0 1
Given F intersubunit rotation of g relative to a b ,1 3 3
it is tempting to speculate that the transmembrane
barrel of c-subunits is contiguous and rotates with g.
Supressor mutation and cross-linking data indicate
w x w xintimate «–c 88,121 and g–c interaction 122 .
Thus, both « and g probably form part of the central
stalk. The external b–d linkage might then serve as
stator element contiguous with the a b complex.3 3
The b- and «-subunits sequences have regions of high
w xhomology 82 , which may interact with the c-sub-
unit. Designation of components as rotor and stator,
respectively, is somewhat arbitrary, since the entire
F F complex will undergo rotational diffusion in the0 1
membrane; in contrast to the flagellar motor, whose
stator elements are thought to be bolted to the cell-
wall.
3.4. The e˝idence for rotation
The evidence inspiring postulates of F F rotation0 1
has been described in preceding sections. The F1
crystal structure focused these ideas and aided rigor-
ous tests for such rotation.
Clever cross-linking experiments provided the first
unambiguous evidence that within F , a b rotates1 3 3
relative to the central g-subunit. A reversible sul-
X  .phydryl crosslinker, 5,5 -dithiobis- 2-nitrobenzoate
 .DTNB was used to attach b to g through cysteines
engineered in a contact interface, identified upon
examination of the crystal structure. The F was then1
re-assembled, with non-crosslinked b-subunits being
exchanged for radiolabeled b-subunits. The
crosslinker was then cleaved by reduction and the
preparations incubated in the presence and absence of
ATP, followed by reoxidation. Gel electrophoretic
analysis showed that g formed cross-links with the
radiolabeled b-subunits only in the presence of ATP
w x120 . The approach was also subsequently used to
demonstrate g rotation relative to a b in membrane3 3
bound E. coli F F . Incubation with DCCD, under0 1
conditions where this might be expected to react with
the essential c-subunit Asp-61, blocked this rotation
w x40,54,60 .
Time-resolved rotation of g relative to a b in F3 3 1
complexes immobilized on Sephadex was demon-
strated employing a novel spectroscopic approach,
polarization absorption relaxation after photo-
 . w xbleaching PARAP 123 . In this technique, a small
fraction of the chromphore eosin covalently linked to
the g-subunit C, was irreversibly photobleached by a
linearly polarized light flash. Movement of non-
bleached chromophores into the photoselected orien-
tation was then monitored by polarized actinic light
beams oriented parallel and perpendicular to the ex-
citing flash. A 10 Hz rotation was time-resolved and
attributed to rotation of the g-subunit. The possibility
that this rotational motion resulted from increased
flexibility of the g-subunit during catalysis was care-
fully considered and ruled out in a subsequent publi-
w xcation 124 . Arguments for a 3-stepper motor have
been made based upon theoretical modelling and
w xanalysis of the PARAP data 125 .
Most recently, the rotation of single F –abg sub-1
complexes, the minimal functional unit for ATP hy-
 .drolysis, has been demonstrated Fig. 6 . Fluorescent,
biotinylated actin filaments, covalent linked via
Streptavidin to a biotinylated cysteine engineered on
the g-subunit, served as visible markers for the rota-
 .tion. Unidirectional rotation ca. 0.5–4 Hz powered
by an estimated torque of ca. 50 pNrnm was evident
only in the presence of ATP. The rotation was in the
direction anti-clockwise when viewed from within
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Fig. 6. Rotation of single F subcomplexes F – a b g subcom-1 1 3 3
plexes were purified from a thermophilic bacterium. They were
attached to nickel conjugated horseradish peroxidase coated glass
in a defined orientation, via polyhistidine tails fused to the
b-subunits. The rotation of single, fluorescent actin filaments
linked to the g-subunit was observed by video-enhanced epi-fluo-
w x.rescence microscopy 126 .
.the membrane predicted from examination of the
crystal structure for ATP hydrolysis.
In summary, it is now known that the F g-subunit1
rotates in a directed manner relative to the outer a b3 3
core. This rotation requires ATP hydrolysis. It is
abolished by blockage of F mediated proton flux in0
membrane bound F F . Its mechanical properties,0 1
together with structural and biochemical knowledge
of the machinery, may be compared with those for
 .flagellar rotation Table 1 . Flagellar motors achieve
higher rotation speeds than have been measured for
ATP-hydrolysis driven F rotation. Presumably, F F1 0 1
rotation as well as coupled proton flux are limited by
 .nucleotide release. Thus, while proton ion transfers
may limit unloaded flagellar rotation frequencies, this
is not likely to be the case for F F rotation. Torque0 1
in the flagellar motor is generated by multiple, inde-
pendently acting units. In contrast, while F has three1
catalytic sites, nucleotide binding is negatively co-op-
erative so that torque results from energy released by
single ATP binding events at alternate sites. The
torque produced is comparable to that produced by
single motor force-generating units at physiological
D p values and greater than that generated by C
 . w xcontractile –ATPases 101 ; ca. 2-10 pN. Since F F0 1
is a reversible mechanoenzyme, it is reasonable to
expect that torque of equal magnitude but opposite
sign will be produced during energy coupling of
D p-powered proton flux to ATP synthesis. However,
there is no data on this, or the rotation, if it occurs, of
F subunits.0
4. Torque generation
4.1. Flagellar motor
The elucidation of the architecture of the structural
complexes formed by the 5 motor proteins confirmed
and extended deductions regarding the identity of the
rotor–stator components, based on genetic analysis.
Each intramembrane ring particle, presumably a
MotA–MotB complex, serves as an independent sta-
tor element, attached to the cell wall by the MotB
periplasmic domain. Contact of the stator elements
with the cell wall accounts for the fact that the
flagellar motor force-generating units generate upto
20 pN forces to rotate the flagellum relative to the
cell. The C and extended MS-rings of the basal body,
comprised of the FliG, FliM, and FliN proteins,
constitute the rotor module that is contiguous, and
rotates with, the rest of the flagellum. FliM and FliN
maintain polarity of the FliG array, argued to be
adjacent to the intramembrane particle complexes.
Table 1
Machine elements and operational parameters of the bacterial flagellar motor and F F –ATPase0 1
Parameter Flagellar motor F F –ATPase0 1
a Force generators 10–12 Mot complexes 1 ab complex, ab pair2
a Track elements 40 FliG subunits 9–12 c-subunits, 3 ab pairs
Off-axis distance 20 nm ca. 1 nmrotor – stator contacts.
Force rgenerator )20 pN ca. 50 pNmax
q q .  .  .  .Rotation frequency 300 Hz H , 1700 Na 10 Hz 0 pN , 1 Hz 50 pNmax
4 5 y1 2 3 y1Proton flux rgenerator 10 –10 s 10 –10 smax
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Reversal of the polarity of the FliG array, modulated
by CheY–FliM binding, provides one obvious way in
which rotation sense could be reversed. If 2–3 pro-
tons are passed per interaction cycle, this would
provide enough energy to account for the mechanical
work performed. Averaging over all stator elements
would yield about 400 steps per revolution, as re-
w xported 140 . It is presently not possible to identify
the physical mechanism whereby the proton flux is
coupled to force production. Numerous models have
Fig. 7. Torque generation in the flagellar motor Schematic of rotor–stator interactions suggested by ultrastructural and physiological
analysis of mot mutations. Stator elements: The intramembrane ring particles, comprised of complexes of the MotA–MotB proteins form
the stator elements, tethered to the cell-wall by the MotB periplasmic domain. One stator element is shown. Proton flow through MotA is
w x gated by MotB. One way in which this could occur, utilizing a thermal ratchet mechanism considered earlier 127 , is shown see text for
.critique . Transmembrane transport of protons occurs only when MotA moves relative to MotB, allowing a MotB protonable site
alternating access to the adjacent bulk phases. Thermal motions of MotA relative to MotB, constrained to shield deprotonated, charged
sites from the low dielectric, are biased when D p creates an unequal time-averaged charge distribution on MotB sites accessible from the
adjacent bulk phases. MotA, then, drifts to a position where the energy stored in the elastic linkage equals the energy released by protons
translocated per step advance of the stator along the rotor. Rotor: Circumferential arrays of the FliG and FliM–FliN proteins within the
w xcytoplasmic basal structure form the rotor 40,54,60 . FliG forms a array that can interact with the Mot stator complexes. It can adopt two
discrete orientations, all of its subunits being stabilized in any given orientation by multisubunit interactions with another array comprised
 .of the FliM–FliN proteins. This model explains: 1 Abrupt switching of rotation sense without detectible change in rotation speed.
Reversals will result from cooperative switching between the 2 FliG array orientations, dictated by the 2-array multisubunit interactions.
 .Rotational diffusion will rapidly re-orient the Mot complexes around the MotB cell-wall tether; 2 Lability of cytoplasmic basal
w xstructures purified from spontaneously isolated fliG, fliM, and fliN mot but not che mutants 36 . The mot phenotype results when
weakened FliG and FliM–FliN array interactions allow individual FliG subunits to flip randomly between the two orientations. Under this
condition, the net force, averaged over all force-generators, will be zero. The che phenotype results when either orientation of the FliG
 .array is stabilized or CheY–FliM interactions impaired. These mutations should stabilize or preserve structural integrity, respectively; 3
w xRescue of fliM, fliN, and many fliG mot phenotypes by overexpression of the mutant proteins 31,35 . The mot phenotype is not due to
alteration of residues essential for torque generation but a consequence of impaired protein–protein binding affinities, which may be
.compensated by increasing activities .
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been proposed. One idea, originally suggested for the
w xflagellar motor 22,127 has found its way into the
w xF F literature 130,8,89 . This idea is schematized0 1
within the context of the rotor–stator and switching
interactions deduced from the ultrastructural and
physiological analysis of motility mutants detailed in
 .preceding sections Fig. 7 . Essential hardware, for
this idea to work, is a channel protein complex here
.MotA , containing a discontinuous staggered channel
 .and an adjacent ‘gating’ protein here MotB contain-
ing an array of proton binding sites. The channel
protein can slide along the gating array of sites by
thermal motion, stretching elastic linkages here
.shown linking MotA to MotB as it does so. A site on
the gating array, deprotonated when in register with
the channel segment leading to the cytoplasm, is
shielded from energetically unfavorable exposure to a
low dielectric surround by the channel complex. Thus,
w xas elaborated in the original proposal 127 , the drift
of the channel protein is effectively ratcheted upon
imposition of proton gradients and continues until the
stretch of the elastic linkage generates a force that, in
the absence of rotor movement, is proportional to
D p.
The original formulation envisaged an array of
proton binding sites on the rotor. While FliG indeed
has charged residues specifically required for motil-
ity, no single residue is indispensable. These residues
may mediate transient attachments to the stator via
the MotA cytoplasmic domain, rather than transport
protons. The array of gating sites could be located on
another stator component, i.e. MotB, as schematized.
However, MotB has a single transmembrane helix
and the diameter of the intramembrane ring particles
seen by freeze-fracture excludes presence of multiple
MotB copies in the Mot complex. Nonetheless, the
 .thermal ratchet mechanism Fig. 7 has merit in that
it offers a simple explanation of how proton flux
could be tightly coupled to production of mechanical
forces proportional to the magnitude of the imposed
potential.
It will be important to give weight to other ideas,
developed or under development, for flagellar motor
rotation when considering F F torque generation.0 1
For example, it is possible that the rotor and stator
components make alternating attachmentsrdetach-
ments at two rather than one contact interfaces. An
explicit mechanism of this type has been proposed
w x128 . More recently, an elegant model that quantita-
tively accounts for known physiological data has
w xbeen developed 129 . In this model, torque genera-
tion involves electrostatic interaction between proto-
nated Mot complexes and an array of charged sites
on the rotor. The latter do not participate directly in
torque generation, in contrast to thermal ratchet mod-
els.
4.2. F F0 1
w xAs pointed out by Junge and others 8,89,130 , the
following facts regarding F F structural biochem-0 1
istry render a thermal ratchet of the type shown Fig.
.  .7 attractive: 1 All F subunits are required for0
transmembrane proton transport. A subunit may form
a staggered channel complex which contacts a gating
array of Asp-61 residues on the c-subunit barrel. Two
 .results are particularly suggestive of this idea: i
constructs that reposition essential c- and a-subunit
charged residues to similar central locations, but not
 .elsewhere, within the membrane are viable; ii modi-
fication of a single c-subunit Asp-61 residue blocks
w xproton transport 131 consistent with the ab com-2
plex revolving around the barrel of c-subunits through
 .sequential interactions with the Asp residues. 2 A
g–c rotor complex would contact the a b complex3 3
internally via the g-subunit, as shown by the X-ray
crystal structure, and externally via the ab –d link-2
age, as indicated by the cryoelectron microscopy and
w xcross-linking 106,117 . In published proposals envis-
aging rotation, the F ab part is pictured attached to0 2
the a b complex rather than the c-subunit barrel. In3 3
other words, it is part of the larger ‘‘stator’’ assem-
bly. Elasticity in this attachment would then provide
all the neccessary hardware whereby D p-powered
torque could be generated, utilizing the mechanism
 .outlined in Fig. 7, to dissociate ATP Fig. 8 . This
said, it must also be added that the available data are
essentially qualitative and cannot discriminate be-
tween possible mechanistic alternatives. The c-sub-
unit Asp-61 residues may gate proton transport in
other ways; for example electrostatically, as recently
w xproposed 141 .
While generation of D p-powered torque remains
speculative, unidirectional torque generated by ATP
hydrolysis has been documented. This torque must be
due to F g–ab intersubunit interactions since other1
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 .subunits were absent Fig. 6 . Shifts in electrostatic
interactions might generate this torque. One possibil-
ity is that conformational changes triggered by alter-
nate site binding break the g–ab salt bridges andE
that g subsequently rotates under the influence of
long range electrostatic forces to rebind to equivalent
residues in the adjacent ab pair that has been
switched to the ab configuration. It is reasonable toE
expect that ADP binding would generate torque of
opposite sign to that produced by ATP binding. The
D p generated torque would act with and against
these torques, respectively. Alternate site ATP bind-
ing would dissociate ADP during hydrolysis whereas
additonal energy provided by D p, together with alter-
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nate site ADP binding, is required to release ATP.
Torque balance would obtain at the threshold D p for
synthesis. ATP synthesis and hydrolysis would occur
above, and below, this threshold, respectively, at
rates proportional to D p as dictated by operation of
the thermal ratchet.
The envisaged rotor–stator interactions are com-
patible with physiological data. In presence of D p
but in the absence of nucleotide, unproductive proton
leakage would obtain, owing to unconstrained confor-
mational transitions within the ab pairs. Nucleotide
binding would switch the ab pairs into distinct
conformations generating the asymmetry seen by cry-
oelectron microscopy and in the crystal structure.
Since torque generated by D p-powered stretch of the
ab channel complex alone cannot dissociate ATP,2
neither proton transport nor ATP synthesis would
occur at low ADP concentrations and the F F com-0 1
plex would be locked, as again observed. At high
nucleotide concentration, energy released by ADP
binding at an alternate site would add to that pro-
vided by D p. The g–ab contact would break andE
coupled proton transportrATP synthesis would en-
w xsue, all as observed 80 .
The thermal ratchet has difficulty accounting for
ATP hydrolysis driven proton pumping, if, as shown
in Fig. 7, motion of the channel complex in direction
allowing proton transport against D p is gated by
2-site occupancy differences. The step probability,
which is proportional to the product of the periplasm
and cytoplasm accessible sites being occupied and
w xvacant, respectively 127 would be very small in this
case. At least a 3-site protonationrdeprotonation cy-
w xcle per step of the channel complex 89 is needed.
Also, the ab linkage may make attachments alterna-2
tively to the c-subunit barrel and the a b complex,3 3
analogous to the scheme envisaged for the flagellar
w xmotor 128 . Conservation of positional relationships
between the b-subunit and asymmetric features in the
a b complex seen by cryoelectron microscopy is3 3
consistent with this scenario. Flagellar motor models
have, understandably, not been developed to explain
proton pumping. The flagellar motor will reverse
w xrotation when the D p is reversed 21,27 or when
subjected to opposing mechanical force imposed by
w xelectrorotation 27 . However, it is not known whether
protons are extruded against D p in the latter case.
The possibility that the two devices might differ in
this regard needs to be kept in mind.
5. Conclusions
The conclusions that emerge from the comparison
undertaken in this review may be summarized.
5.1. Ultrastructure
The bacterial flagellar motor and F F are macro-0 1
molecular assemblies of comparable complexity. They
utilize 6 and 8 distinct protein components, respec-
tively, to effect chemiosmotic energy transduction. In
contrast to chemiosmotic pumps and transport sys-
tems, the work is accomplished outside rather than
within the membrane. The flagellar motor rotates an
external filament and modulates its direction of rota-
tion in response to intracellular signals. F F activity0 1
both governs and is modified by the intracellular
phosphate potential. Consequently, in addition to in-
tegral membrane modules, both assemblies have ex-
tensive cytoplasmic modules. The architecture sug-
gests how torque might be generated through link-
  .Fig. 8. Torque generation in F F The transmembrane F module consists of a barrel of c-subunits and ab complex grey . The0 1 0 2
cytoplasmic F module consists of a trimeric core of alternating a- and b- subunits, around a central stalk comprised of the g- and1
 .«-subunits white . The g-subunit rotates unidirectionally relative to the a b complex during ATP hydrolysis. The stalk is contiguous3 3
with the F barrel of c-subunits. Both are thought to rotate relative to the a b complex. Nucleotide binding triggers a conformational0 3 3
 .change in the a b complex switching it from a state where the ab pairs can flip-flop between the three possible configurations leaky3 3
 .to a state where each pairs adopts a distinct configuration locked , as in the crystal structure. The g-subunit is tightly bound by
electrostatic interaction to the ab configuration in the locked state. Anti-clockwise, or clockwise progression of the ab configurationE E
 .viewed from the membrane side , energized by alternate site ATP or ADP binding respectively, at high nucleotide concentrations
 .engaged , could exert torque on the g-subunit via electrostatic interactions. Imposition of D p exerts anti-clockwise torque on the
g-subunit proposed to occur via interactions between the ab complex and the c-subunit array of Asp-61 residues, analogous to those2
 . .schematized for the Mot complexes Fig. 7 ; torque resulting from stretch of elastic linkages between the ab and a b complexes .2 3 3
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ages made with the cell wall and the cytoplasmic
module, respectively. The assemblies are substan-
tially larger than other chemisomotic machines. The
flagellar motor utilizes more energy per revolution
 3 .ca. 10 rather than 10 protons . The greater energy
consumption is accomodated by utilization of multi-
 .ple ca. 10 force-generating units and a larger rotor
 .assembly ca. 40 rather than 10 subunits . The pro-
tonrstep coupling ratios for the force-generating ele-
ments are, therefore, similar for both machines.
5.2. Proton transport
Proton transport mechanisms in proteins and the
nature of the species transported remain a matter for
w xdebate, even for model peptides 132 . Nevertheless,
‘‘proton’’ pathways are being pieced together by
mutagenesis analysis in both systems. Historically,
the potency of this approach was demonstrated in
concert with time-resolved spectroscopies for the bac-
w xteriorhodopsin 133 and cytochrome oxidase proton
w xpathways 134 deductions subsequently confirmed
w xby electron and X-ray crystallographic data 135,136 .
The F F and flagellar motor transmembrane modules0 1
are comprised of more than one protein. In each case,
most of the pathway appears to reside within one
subunit, with the other perhaps serving a gating
 .function. In addition to acidic Asp, His residues and
water molecules, also implicated in proton transport
in the pumps, basic residues eg. F a subunit Arg-0
.210 are essential. These might play a stereochemical
role through participation in ion pairs.
The known structural chemistry of the pathways
indicates that proton transport is fast. Time-resolved
spectroscopy has been used to monitor the appear-
ancerdisappearance of protons from the bulk phase
but not, as yet, to follow protonationsrdeprotonations
of individual residues, as has been done for the
pumps.
5.3. Energy coupling
 .The low ca. 1–3 coupling ratios are consistent
with efficient, tightly-coupled operation of these ma-
chines. In agreement, the energy transduction reac-
tions are fully reversible for F F and, at least, partly0 1
so for the flagellar motor. Such coupling may be
achieved by alternating access of protonable residues
to the adjacent bulk phases linked to force-generating
w xconformational motions 137 . Many possibilities re-
main, but models where free protons couple directly
to rotor movement or participate in the ATP synthesis
reactions may be ruled out.
Cytoplasmic loops of the proton transporting pro-
tein subunits appear to mediate conformational cou-
pling of proton flux to chemiosmotic work. In addi-
tion to charged residues that might form electrostatic
interactions, proline residues, which might propagate
conformational transitions, have been identified as
essential. An initial assignment of rotor–stator con-
tact interfaces compatible with known physiology has
been made; a pre-requisite for understanding modula-
tion of rotor–stator interactions by proton flux and
nucleotide binding chemistry.
5.4. Mechanics
Rotational catalysis has not been proved. It has,
however, derived important support from the evi-
dence for ATP-powered F intersubunit rotation. The1
development of time-resolved spectroscopy and sin-
gle molecule video-microscopy assays, taken together
with more complete structural and biochemical
knowledge, make possible a detailed elucidation of
ATPase macromolecular dynamics. It remains to be
shown that rotation is obligatory for proton pumping
in membrane-bound F F . Rotational diffusion of the0 1
entire F F complex might prove to be a formidable0 1
obstacle for analogous study of D p-powered torque
generation. This is easier studied in the case of the
bacterial flagellum, whose stator elements are an-
chored to the cell-wall. Therefore, ongoing research
on both systems will provide important, complemen-
tary knowledge for elucidation of torque generation
by chemiosmotic gradients.
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